Fragrance Made Personal.

Imagined by French perfumer and entrepreneur Emmanuelle Moeglin, EPC is demystifying the secret art of perfumery and making it personal.

We believe everyone can be the designer of their own personalised perfume.

Through our training academy and fine fragrance collections, we empower people to explore, experience and experiment with fragrances.
**Top - Fresh**
- The Hook
- The Fresh Invitation

**Mid - Soft**
- The Heart
- The Mellow Character

**Base - Warm**
- The Depth
- The Enduring Warmth
Wear each Essential fragrance alone or blend them together in endless possible combinations to create your Signature Blend personalised to your own taste.

The Essentials have been created to complement one another in a trio collection, so no matter what your combination is, you’ll always smell great!

Choose from TOP for freshness, MID for softness and BASE for warmth.
Select from one of our recommended Signature Blends or experiment with your own idea.

Pick two or three of your favourite Essentials from one TOP, one MID and one BASE.

Measure your chosen amounts into your blending bottle and agitate gently.
RED HOTWOOD

Name your fragrance and keep your unique formula.

Scan for more information.
Find your perfect Signature Blend formula and create your unique scent.
Rose bushes grow from a rhubarb patch in this colourful marriage of opposites.

A tribute to white flowers growing in hot desert sand.

Bergamot / Incense Fig / Neroli Jasmine / Osmanthus Rose / Rhubarb

Citrus and exotic spices are brought together in this bright fragrance with Eastern Influence.

The crunch of fresh herbs and fig leaves in a Mediterranean garden in bloom.

Rose bushes grow from a rhubarb patch in this colourful marriage of opposites.
A mineral sandalwood wrapped in soft leather. The essence of true Amber in this dark yet soft fragrance.
SIGNATURE
BLEND
FRESH
BERGAMOT NOIR
PAIRING TWO OPPOSITES, BRIGHT UPLIFTING BERGAMOT WITH DARK AND SENSUAL SANDALWOOD. A BLEND FULL OF BOTH LIGHT AND DARK.
A LUSH AND VIBRANT WOODY FRAGRANCE CONTRASTING THE DARKNESS OF SANDALWOOD WITH A BRIGHT LEAFY FIG.